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EXCHANGE RATE RISK, STOCK TRANSACTIONS AND FINANCIAL 

INTEGRATION: THE REPUBLIC OF KO~AND JAPAN 

By Rajarshi Mhra 

Abstract 
. Th_is pap_er examines the short-run and long-run relation between 

volatility in the real effective exchange rate a:nd stock returns in 
the Republic of Korea. A trivariate vector autoregressive model 

is estimated in which the Japanese stoc.k ,n_a_rket is irichi_d¢d 

as a vari_able representing the influence of both international 
and regional capital markets. All three variables, namely, stock 
returns in Kore_a a_n_d Jafia_n a:nd the real effective exchange rate 

are found to be.integrated of order 1. The Johansen cciintegration 

test indicates no long-run re_la_tion b_etween the variables. 
Gr.,:nger causality, however, indicates short-run bidirectional 
causality between volatility in the re_a_l e_ffe_ctive exchange rate· 

anc:t stock.retunis in Korea, between volatility in the real effective 

exchange rate_ and stock returns in Japan, an·d a_lso between 

stock re_turns i.n Korea and Japan. Thus although no long-run 
relationship between the variables is found to exist, Granger 

causality indicat_es a short-terrii relationship between the stock 
rna_rket arid the foreign exchange market in Korea, and also 
regional interdependence between t_he sto_ck ,:n_arkets i_n Korea 

a:nd Japan. Thus exchange rate policies and stock transactions in 
Japan will most likely have significan_t sh-ort-te!m effects on stock 

trans_actions i_n Korea. 

Key Won:!s: Coiri_tegration, Real Effective Exchange Rote, Stack 

//ldex, Unit Root, VECM 
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Introduction 
In econo,n_ic theory, the flow-oriented model of exchange rate 
behavior posits that currency movement affects a na1:icin's 

international competitiveness a:n:d its tialance of trade, and 
consequently, its real output.' This affects a company's current 

and future cash flows and its st_ock prices. It is generally believed 
th_a_t currency depreciation improves a.country's.trade balance.~ 

exports become cheaper,'which increa_ses aggregate dema_n_d a_nd 
raises the level cifeco_nomic activity. Thus there is a relationship 

between exchange rate and stock returns, an_d forrency 
deprecia1:ion expec_tedly increases stock returns in the economy. 
The stock-oriented model emphasites the role of capital a_ccount 

in the determination of a _cou:ntry's exchange rate. According to 

Adjasi and Biekpe, exchange rate equates demand and supply 

of financial assets su_ch a~ sto'cks a:n:ct tionds; thus, expectations 
of future exchange rate movements affect the prices of financial 
assets. 2 in the. stock-oriented mode.I, fluctu_atlons in exchange 

ra_tes affei::t stock prii::es. For arbitrage pricing theory, Rashid and 
Karachi postulate that a rise in the realinterest rate will red_uce 

the pres_ent value of future cas_h flows; consequently, the stock 
returns will fall.' But a rise in the real interest rate will increase 

capital inflow into an e_conomy a:n:ct cause the domestic currency 
to appreciate. An appreciation in the domestic currency will then 

result in a decrease in stock retll'rn_s. Fiuct_ua1:icin:S i_n real interest 
rates affect exchange rates and stock.returns, and the arbitrage 

pricing theory assumes that movements in exchange rates affect 

s_tock ret_ums. 
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All three models o_n th:e rel_ation between exchange rate and stock 
returns postulate that exchange rate affects stock ret1:irns. Und_er 
a floating exchange rat_e regime, i(frforicy depreciation expectedly 
increases stock returns while an appreciation is expected to 
decrease stock returns. Although most empirical studies have 
pfovided evidence of a •significant link between exchange rate 
and stock returns,- the direction of impiict of chariges in exchange 
rate on_ stock retu_rns have varied considerably across studies. As 
discussed in the ensuing section, the relation ·be_tween exchange 
rat_e and st_oc_k retufns can be either positive or negative 
depending on economic reasons and also some econon:i:etric 
factors such as th:e method_ology used and the sample period 
and countries understudy.According to Phylaktis and Ravaz_z_olo, 

-the significant relation b'e!INe:en exchange rate and stock.returns 
m_ emerging markets could be attributed to an important vari_able 
that acts-as a channel thro·ugh 11Jhi_ch exchange rate affects stock -
re_turns.• One such variable is the world capital market, often 
represented by the U.S. stock matket_. 

The South Korean won ha_s recently \i(itnessed a sharp decline 
in its value against. the U.S. dollar. South Korea receives a l.a_rge 
fraction of total FDI inflm6!s in As_ia; thus the value of stocks 
traded in South Korea is essential for stable economic growth 
and development in the region, even more. so because of the 
volume of foreign investment the country receiyes_. l_n recent 
times, efforts have been .m·ade to increase political cooperation 
and bilateral summits have been held between.J_apan and South 
Korean stock mar_kets. The question Is, has it strengthened stock 
marketintegration between the two countri!!_s? In fact, a recent 
study reported weak integration Asian stock markets, even 
though the financial markets have become more interdependent, 
especially after the fim(ntlal crisis in July 1997,5 Volatility in stock 
returns due to fluctuations in the real exchange rate may have a:n 
adverse effect on foreign_ inyes_tment inflows Into Korea. According 
to Phylaktis and Ravazzolo, foreign currency risk not only a_lfects 
a domestic firm's cash fl!iWs, but also affects foreign investment 
transactions that are stated in terms of a foreign currenc:y.' MO:st 
empirical studies h:ave sh:own th:at exchange rate is a significant 
determinant of stock prices. The inconclusive evidence in existing 
studi_es on the effects of exchange rate risk necessitates the need 
to reinvestigate the sensitivity of s_tock returns to changes in the 
real exchange rate. From the standpoint of policy impli~atjoiis; 
it is important for the policymakers to investigate the relation 
in order to realize the benefits of domestjc and fO:relg'n private 
inve_s_tm_ents. Using a more recent data from 1981-20l3,- this 
paper examines the relation be!INeen exchange rate risk and 

stock returns forthe Rep_ubl_ic of Korea. The paper also examines 
t_he degree of financial integration between the stock markets in 
Korea and Japan. 

The Republic of Korea has had a floatirig el(change ia_te policy. 
Figure l shows t_he rea) elfective exchange rate in the Republic of 
Korea over the period ,1981,2013. It shows steady depreclatiC,:n 
while the index of total share. prices for an sh_ares in Korea, 
depicted in Figure 2, increased over the same period. Although 
t_hi_s appe_ars to be consistent with economic theory, that currency 
depreciation is.followed by an increase in sto'ck ret_urns, it is not 
possible to ascertain the association a·nd _the causality between 
the va:ri_ables by simply observing the data. Figure 3 shows t_he 
volatility in the real effective exchange rate for Korea. Figure 4 
shows the total share price index i_n Japan over the.same.period. 

The removal of for~_ign e·xchange restrictions and the 
lmpl_en:ientation of a floating exchange rate policy in recent years 

-have led to an extensive empirical investigation i_nto the rel_ation 
between the stock and foreign exchange markets in emerging 
and_ d_eveloped economies. The results are generally mixed. For 
instance, Adjasi and Biekpe reported lack of a stabl_e !_orig-run 
relation between exchange ra~ a_r\d stock prices in.SouthAfrica,7 

But l\lllambo et al, observed a weak relation between currency 
volatili_ty and stock market for the same country.• The mixed 
and inconclusive res_ults, th:erefore, necessitate further research 
on t_he relation between the two variables. This paper aims t_o 
examine the following key issues: (i) the short-run a:nd long-run 
relationships between excharige rate vol_atility and .stock returns 
in th<! Republic of Korea; (ii) the degree of integration of the stoc_k 
market in Korea with the capital market in ~apan; (iji) the existence -
of short-term causality between volatility in the real effective 
exchange rate ·and stock returns in Korea; (iv) the implications for 
the M_NCs in investment decisions and foreign exchange exposure. 
The cointegration technique is applied since it ad_dresses problems 
related to nonst_ati_onarity in the data when examining the relation 
be!IN~n the variables in both levels and differences. 

Literature Review 
This paper bu_ild_s on Phylaktis and Ravazzolo who studied 
the short-run and. long-run relation beti.,,een stock prices anp 
exchange rat_es for five Pacific Basin countries, namely, Hong 
Kong,.Singapore, Malaysia,- Thailand a:nd the Ph_ilippines.• They 
applied ~he cc'l_integration technique and performed Granger 
causality tests for each country. They found a positive relation 
be!INee_n t_he stock and the-. foreign exchange markets. Th_ey also 
found that the U.S. stock mark<!t acts as a channel for the links 
between the stock ·and the foreign exchange. markets. 
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Num_ero,is other studies have estimated both linear and non

linear models and examined the re_l_atiorishij:) between the real 

exchange rate and stock returns and also between volatility in 
the real exchange rate and stock returns_. For exaJriple, Soenen 

and Hennigar rep_orted a significantly negative relation between 
exchange rate and stock returns.10 Roll used daily data on stock 

returns, fou_n:d a positive relation between the two.11 Chow et 
al. found no relation between monthly stotk ret_urns a_nd the 

real exchange rate." In a study of eight industrial economies, 

Solnik observed a negative relationship between exchange rat_e 
and stock returns.;, Ma and Ka:o, stuilying six countries, reported 

a negative relationship between domestic currency apprec_iation 

and domestic stock price_s fQr t_he export,dorninant country." A 
study oy Cho_i also confirmed this relationship.15 Muhammad 

and Rasheed reported long-run relationship t(etween exchange 

rate an:d stock prices for some but not for all countries In his 
sample of four South Asian countries _ _-,. Olugbenga reported a 

significantly positive short-run relationship between exchange 

rate and stock market performance,- and a significantly riegative 
relation b·et\1/een the variables in the long-run." 

Some of t_he earlier studies on stock market volatility indude 
Engle and Bollerslev."' In general, emp_irical stud_ies ci_n the 

effects of e~change fate volatility on share prices and share 

price fluctuations have also reported mixed res.lilts. For instance, 

Aggarwal an·d $o_e_na:n and Herinigar observed a significant impact 
of exchange rate volatility on share price volatility." Najang.and 

Seifent repo·rte:d unidjrection·a_l causal effect from exchange rate 

ilo)atility to fluctuations in share prices. 10 Ajayi et al. al_so repo_rted 

unidirectional causality from· e~i:hange rate to share prices." 
Vygodi_na reported unidirectional causality from exchange ra_te 
to volatility in stock returns.22 According to Smyth and Nadha, 
the causality from exchange rate to share price volatility is 
unidirectional for some countries and bidirectional for others, at 

least in the short,run.i' The variables are found to be independent 
In the long-run. On the other hand, Ozair reported littl_e evi_dence 

of cointegration and causality of exchange rate with share prices. 24 

More recent stud_ies on the relation between exchange rate 

volatility and stock returns include Furiyina and Sichoongwe." 

Most studies on th:e K_orean economy have reported a short

term causal relation from exchange rates t_o stock returns 

even when no l_<lng-run association between the variables 

was found to exist. Abdalla and Murinde esti_mated a bivariate 

model using rn:onthly data over the period 19.8S-1994." They 

reported unidirectional causality from exch_ange rate to. stock 

prices_. H\1/ang reported a negative .short-run relation between 

domestic currency devaluation a~d stock prices." The study 

also reported unidirectional causality from exchange rate to 

stock prices for the Korean economy. Doong et al. used data over 

the period 1989-2003 and found that the financia_l va:ri_ables are 

not ~o_integrated." But Granger causality showed bidirectiona_l 

causality between the variabl_es for South Korea. Pan et al.. used 

d_ata over the period 1988-1998 and reported unidirectional 

causal reiation from exctia:nge rate to stock prices for Korea." 

Recent studies on stock market integration in Asia include C::hi~ng 

et al., Cheung et al., Wang arid Moo.re, Cheung et al., Kim and 

Kim, and Jeong, among others." 

Data and the Model 
_Da~a: An:n_ual data is obtained from the Federal Reserve Ban_k of 

St. Louis for the sample period 1981-2013. The variables are: (i) 

the tc;>tal share prices for all shares for the Republic o_f Korea; (ii) 

the total share price:s for all shares for Japan; (iii) volatility in the 

real effective exchange rate based on manufacturing consumer 

price in_dex for the Republic of Korea. Share price indi~es a:re 

determined by the stock i,xcharige. A s_hare price Index measures 

ho11,1 the value of the stocks in the Index Is changing. Ttiey exdu_de 

dividend payments. It measures the current market capitalization 

of the basket of-shares in the ind.ex. Occasi_orially central banks 

compile share indices. In the OECD ME°I database, the targeted 

variable. for'share prices is national all-share or broad indices. 

The total s_hare prices for Korea are obtained from the Kore~ Stock 

Exchange (KSE KOSPI) with the cU:rrency being the South Korean 

won_. It represents the stock market index of South KorEia. T_he 

total share prices for all shares in ~apan are obtained from the 

Tok'fo S_tock Exchange (TSETOPIX). It shows the trend in t_he stock 

ma_rket in Japan with ti}e cu_rrency being the Japanese yen. There 

a:,e three main ,reasons why the Japanese stock market has been 

considered ins~_ead of the U.S. stock market. Firstly, numerous 

empirical studies have already conside_reil the U.S. stock market; 

ho\l(ever, there is hardly any comprehensive pairwise paired 

study on foreign exch_ange and stock market integration betwe~n 

Korea and Japan. Secondly, although efforts have been made to 
strengthen stock market integration between Kore.a a_nd Japan, 

some stud.Jes have indicated 1.11eak integration between Asian stock 

markets. Thirdly, the indusion of the J_a·pa:nese stock market allows 

us to also _examine the influence of both internation_al a_nd regional 

capital markets l)n s~ock transactions in the Republic of Korea. 
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The d_ata on the real effective e,cchange rate is obtained from 

the Organization for Economic co-operation a:nd D_evelopment 
(O_PEC). The real effective exchange.rate is the weighted average 

of the bilateral real exchange rat_e_s. An in:ctea:se i_n the real 

effec:tiye e~change rate index would imply appreciation while a 
decrease in the index would imply dep_re_ciation_.- The vo_latility 

in th:e _real effective exchange rate is measured by the standard 
deviation of the real effective exchange rate from t_he mea:n. 

The Model: The lack of a ca_usal relatio·n between real exchange 

rate and stock returns in a. bivariate model is often att_ri_but_ed 

to the om_ission of an important variable from the system. 

The variable omitted is usually sto_c_k t_rans_acti_ons in a foreign 

coun_try, whi_ch represents the influence of the international 

capital ma-.ket. The varia_b_le is also found to act as a channel 

through which the real exchange rate affects stock t_rans:actions 

in the do_mestic economy. For this reason, a trivariate model is 

preferred to a bivariate system. 

FoHowing Phylaktis and Ravazzolo, the long-run relation between 

volatility in the real effective e~change rate and the total share 

prices in Japan and Korea is examined by estimating a tri~aria_te 

model of t_he fol)owirig-forrn: 

(1) -SPIK, = a + b (VREX), + c(SPU), + E, 

the coint_egra_ting rn.a.trii<. The model is to be estimated within 

the Johansen framework; that is, if the maximum rank of 

the cointegrating matrix is r, then at lea_st i' restri_ctions are. to 

be imposed in order to determine the long-run coeffi_cients.32 

l_f the variables arel(l) with no cointegration, then the short-t_erm 

c_ausality bet.ween the variables will be examined by estimating 

a first-order differenced \/AR rn_odel. Th_e diagnostic tests are 

lastly performed to examine autocorrela:i;o_n, no-,ii'(ality in error 

distribution and model stabifity. 

Main Results 
Unit Root Test: The optimum lag for i:,ach varia_ble is determined 

by the minimum of Schwarz Criterion and Modi(i_ed Akaike 

Information Criterion test statistics. The optimum lag length 

selected for eac_h variable in level form is 1. The iest is performed 

for· models that in~lu_de l_ags of _the first-difference_d detrended 

variables. The Schwert c_rite_rio_n i_s use:d fo determine the 

maximum number of lags." The null hypothe_s_i_s is that the 

variable has a unit root. The DF-GLS statistics for each variab_le a_t 

l_e1iels a:nd first-differences are reported in Table 1. 

The model in (l.J shows the long-run effects of the volatility in the 
real effective excha_nge rate arid changes in the total share prices 
In Japan on the total share prices in the Republic of Korea. -: __ si>1i<' 

i-,.,.....,.-,.,.....,.-~-,,'-'-+,,--,,.,.....,.-~~~h. ,'--,;-'-~,-;..,,,.--'--1 
A vector error correction representation of the m-odelln (1) with ;,i(Rex• -2:13 1' 
k lags and, c_ointegrating-vectors with a linear trend in the levels h=~-_;__,...,--"..,+~.;__.,o,,-'.;__.,--,--_;_~-1=c="'---~"..,-~;,,,~ 
of the data is given by: 

(2) IJY, =.X + AY,_, + Ii} q,, IJY,. + µ, 

Estimation Method: Ttie Dickey Fuller-Generalized Least 

S_quares (DF-GLS) unit root test proposed by EIHott, Rothenberg 

and Stock is fi_rst perfo:,me_d to examine stationarity In each 

variable." The DF-GLS unit root te:s~ is performed since it 

possesses grea_ter power properties than the traditional ADF 

test. The optimum numb-er of l_ags for the vector error correction 

model is selected by Akaike Information Crit_e'ria (AIC). The 

Jo_hansen coi_ntegration test is next performed with the optimum 

lag-length chosen by AIC in order to determine_ the maximum 

rank of the cointegrating. matrix. l_f the va:,i_ables are found to 

be cointegrated, then the VEC:rvi is to be estimated wi~h the 

optimum lag-lengt_h selected by AIC and the maximum rank of 

-2.84 1 

ASPIK 

t.VREX ,t 

.ASPU -

•. •~ and••~ In 1'a!:>'e 1 lnd\cat1! slgnlfltant 31.1%, 5% and 10% signifitaTlce level, resp~. 

Jo/J_ansen Caititegratlon Test: The variables are 1(1). Sln.C:e 

the variables are first-di_ffer'ence stationary, the Johansen 

cointegration test is performed next Sin:ce _AIC selected a model 

with 1 1,fg, the cointegration test is performed with 1 lag. The 

results are reported In Tabl_e 2. 

, EXCI IAN~~I ~\~ f RI.SK 5 I OCK i ;ZANS:~Cfl(;NS-,~~l~:.1-~N~~'Cl~I INl l GRA'l 10,'\t- -
_:, _.__ ~•~ c ,- •, - , ¾ 1 a l " _, ~-~-~,,"-4--':...'.~~ l 

L •. 1\.TC,T"\/CATI A __ ;_,._-_....._:__ r_;..,_ l\t ,.1 ""'""n.1 ~ 
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The rnaxirnum rank of the cointegrating matrix is O; thus the 
model fails to reject the null hypothesis that there is no IO:ng-run Table 2: Joh.ans~.n C<>int~gr;,Jio_n Test 

-----··---- ' 
relationship between t.h.et~ree liar.iables. · 1111a,inium itanr,: Eige1M1liie · Tr.la! Staifstic 

The general form of a VAR model with k variables that are 
expressed as linear functions of their own lags and that of other O. 13.92· 

---~-~~-

29.68 · 

variables.is.represented by: f.-=~--'-~c+~=----"-+"-'-"' .. 
6
"' ... ~

22
-. -'--1-~--'---'-~'--I 

ci.21 15.41 • 
"'? .,., ·) --y 

(3) Y, = V + A1Y,.1 + ..... + A1Y,,1+ µ, 

In the e(!Uation above, Y, is a k x 1 vecJ.e>r of variables, A1, •••••• A1 

a:re k xk rnaW_ces 6.f par.,:meters, Vis a k x 1 vector of parameters 
and µ. follows a white noise process. ·rhe errors are distributed 

with mean O and are uncorre_lated.-. 

0,59 ,3 .. 76 

" . ~-Staridilrd Emil'. p·. babllity 
.Since the variables are 1(1) wiJ.h no cointegration, a first-order . · . • . : ~: --:; :,,.:. 
differencei:IVAR rnodel is estimated with 6 lags selected by AIC. 
The results are reported in Table 3. 1,115~·~'cr.Kwc"',c"'-7."-➔~..,:.,· ,9..,:,..~s_•·----,---"--,--,q.,..;9_·_·~+--o_.6..,9-,,c'-c:I 

In Table 3, the shorHun coefficient 055 fort.he first difference in 
share price index in Korea at lag 5 is significant au% significance 
level; the short-run· coefficients 0.38, -0,26 and 0.18 for the 

first differences in exchange rate vol_atiHty at lags 2, 3 and 5 are 
signifkanJ at 1%, 5% and 10% significance level, respectively; 
the short-run coefficients 0.36 and -0.42 for the first dJffefences 
in share. price index in J!'pan at lags 3 arid 4 are. significant at 
1% s_ignifi_cance level. Thus the effects of the past values of the 
variables on total share prices in Korea are mixed an.d rnostly 

Insignificant. Vola~li.ty in. real effective exchange rate and total 
s.ha:,e prices in Japan are thus found to have both significanI 
positive and .. negative effects on the t_otal share prices in Korea. 

fhe line of causality is examined by petfo'rrnlng the Granger 
causality test, Volatility in the real effective exchange rate, for 
ins~aryc_e, w_ifl Granger cause total share prices in Korea i_f, given 
the past values of the total share ·prices i.n K_orea, the past 
values of the real effettiiie exchange rate volatility are useful for 
predi_cting,share prices in Korea. The total share prices i.n Korea 
are regressed on its own laggecl va.lues and als.o on the lagged 
values of re.al excharige rate volatility. The. null hypothesis that 
th.e estimated coefficients of the lagged values of real exchange 
rate volatility are jointly zero is th.en t~st.ed_. Ttie results of the 
Granger causality test are reported in Table 4. 

The chi-s.quare statistics reported in Table 4 are significant 
at .1% significance level. The resu.lts in.d_icate bidirectional 

causality be~ee.11 volatility in the. real effective exchange rate 
and total share prices in Korea, and betwee_n vola_tility in the 

real effective ex~hang·e rate aOd total s.hare prices in Japan. 
BldJrectiorial causality is also observed between the t<>t_al s~are 
prices in Korea and Japan. 

'ASPU •. •. t-1 

';\ 

65),1'(/;-. 
;z __ ,,~, ·,• ,,,~, .. 

-- ----------- --- ., - -,- - ' ~ "" -- -,, -
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The short-term causality from volatility In the real effective 

exchange rate to total sha-.e pri_ces i_n_ K_orea_ indicates a close link 

be.twee~ the real effective.exchange rate index and stocks traded 
in Korea. An increase or decrease in the real effe_ctive exchange 

rate index (currency appreciation or depreciation) would lead to 

an increase or a decrease in stock transactions i_n Korea. Thus 

the:re Is a s_h_cirt-term causal link betwee~ the sto~k market and 
the foreign exchange market in Korea. Accordirig to Phyl_aktis and 

Ravazzolo, the relaxation of foreign exchange restrictions may be 

a necessary condition for the link between fore_ign excha~ge arid 

·stock ma_rkets_.'' The degree of exchange rate flexibility may also 
have a significant role in the causal relation bet\1/e_en t_he fore_ign 

exchange market a_nd t_he ~eek market in Korea. Thus changes 

in the exchange rate policy will most likely have an immediate 

effect on stock market transactions arid foreign investment in the 
Korean economy. 

Granger causality further indicates that stock transactjo_ns iii 

Japan have a significant. effect on the local stock market in 

Korea. This reflects interdependence and integration of Korea's 

stock·market with th:e Japanese stock market. There are,several 

factors that influence stock market integration. As Phylaktis 

and Ravazzolo explained, apart from having access to capital 
market itself, access to local market information is necessary for 

international investmen~s t_o take plate." Some determinants of 

rifarket integration include regional trade openness and ma"rket 

development, trade balance an:d Interest rate differential, total 
trade, industrial production, inflation rate, short-term interest_ 

rate, exchange rate volatility, a_nd bilateral FOi intensity." 

However, actO:rdirigto Bekaert and Harvey and Levine and Zervos, 
liberalization may not necessarily attract foreign investrnen_t 
due to home bia_s in e_quity p_ortfolio, country-specific risks, 

a"nd access to local market information on company st_ocl<s.'' 
Institutional rigidities and int¢r_nati_orial differences"in tax laws, as 

discussed i_n Feldstein and Horioka, could affect capital mobility 
across countries and affect the degre·e of fi_nancial integration 
between co(fntyi_es_.38 According to Levine and Zervos, countries 

that publish information about·a firm, such as its price-ea:rnirigs 

ratio more <:omp"rehensively and internationally, will have better 

chances of developing a more globally integrated stock market 

than cou_n~ri_es that d_o riot make such information ·available to 

the potential investors." 

VAR Diagnostics: The re~u_lts of the Lagrange Multiplier test 

for serial a·utocorrelation, the Jarque-Bera tE!St for norrn·a_lity in 

error distribution, and rn:odel stabi_lity are reported in Table s. 

In LM test, the null hypothesis of no aut!)correl~_tion is tested 

for each of t_he 6 lags selected by AIC. ln.Jarque-Bera test, the 

null hypothesis is that the errors are normally distributed. The 

stability test is also performed; 

The results of the LM test for autocorrelation i_nd_i_c:ate that 

the chi-square statistic is l_ess than the 10% critical value 14.68 
for 9 degrees of freedom for·all lags except lag 4. The results 

overall indica_te no autoc:c>rri!lation at lag order .. For the Jarque

Bera normality test, the chi-square statistic 0.06 is, less than th_e 

10% critical va_lue 4_.61 for 2 d_egrees of freedom. This confirms 

that the errors are normally distributed. An R' value ()f 0.72 

indicates that the modE!I fits t_he d_ata well. The stability test was 
als_o performed. All the eigenvalues were found to lie ins_i_d_~ 

the unit circle. Thus the VAR m_odel \lias found to .satisfy the 

stab_ility condition." 

ios.54• ,o.ooi 88.83° _(0.001 , 

... " " 
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Conclusion '--. 
This paper investigates the cointegrating and causal relationships 
between volatility in the real effective exchange rate and stock 
transactions in the Republic of Korea. The effects of changes in st_ock 
transactions in Japan on the stock market in Korea are also examin,ed. 
Although the variables are found to be integrated of order one, the 
Johansen cointegrationtest does·not support long-run relationship 
between the variables. Thus the variables are found to be 1(1) with 
no cointegration. A first-order differenced VAR model is estim·ated. 
Granger causality indicates short-run bidirectional causality betwee_n 
volatility in the real.effective exchange rate and stock transactio_ns in 
Korea .. The results, therefore, indicate a close association between 
the stock market and the foreign exchange market in Korea.-Grang"er 
causality also indicates short-run bidirectional causality b_etiiieen 
stock transactions in Korea and Japan. This provides evidence of 
stock market interdependence and financial integration of the stock 
market in Korea with the Japanese capital market. 

The Republic of Korea has had a floating exchange rate policy over 
th_e y~ars·, As far as pol_icy implications are concerned, if flexibiiity 
in the re_al effectiye exchange rate plays a crucial role in the close 
asso_ciation between the foreign exchange and stock markets in 
~rea, then the Korean government can use the exchange rate as 
a po_llcy instrument to increase foreign portfolio investment in the 
country. Exchange _rate flexibility could therefore play a significant 
role in the link between the st0ck markets in Korea and Japan. The 
design and in,plementation of appropriate monetary and fiscal 
policies may further integrate the· Korean stock market with the 
international. capital market and .attract more foreign investment. 
Also, cooperation with foreign stock markets may further increase 
tile inflow of foreign capital into Korea and promote sustainable 
econ_omic growth and development in the region in the long-run. 
Slnce exchange rate volatility significantly affects stock returns, it 
might be n_ecessary for the central bank.to intervene when the-re is 
e~cessive exchange rate volatility to restore stability and investors' 
confid_ence_. Acco_rding to Sichoongwe,.it might also be necessary to 
use e_fficlefit hedging instruments to eliminate the negative effects 
of exchange rate VCJl_atiljty."' 

It might be Interesting to include more control variables and 
examine the sensitivity of the short-run and l_ong-ru_n dynamics to 
the presence of structural breaks In the data_. St_u_dies that have 
examined the relation between exchange rate an:d stock returns with 
or without structural breaks in the d_ata 11:ave reported short-term 
causal relation between the sto·ck ·market ahd the foreign exchange 
market. Therefore, the res_ults_ are CQnsistent with the findings in the 
existing literature. In Phyl_aktis and Ravazzolo, the Asian Financial 
Crisis had only a temp:orary effect on the long-run relation between 
the stock market an_d t_he foreign exchange market in the five Pacific 
Basin ~ount_rie_s_.41 N_onetheless, it might still be interesting to 
a·c_coun_t for t_he Asia:n Flna_ncial Crisis and global economic recession 
for a m\)re ri:i_bust inference. 

FllJUre 1. '!f'e Relpu~lic; of ~~ii ~al _E~rlve E~ange _Rate Index: 1981-2013 
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